
 Floral ‘Spotlight’ Trio Card

Create this beautiful  Floral ‘Spotlight’ Trio 
Card using our easy to follow step by step
instructions.

Experience Level: Intermediate 

You will need:

JGS725      Woodware Petal Trio 
JGS719      Woodware Circle Words
JGS720      Woodware Word Fragments 
CED5513      Noble Double Pierced Circles
CSGSPRING          Cosmic Shimmer Glue Spring Green
40980       Foundation Card Coconut White A4   
       230gsm pk 20
ARCHBLKSM      Ranger Archival Ink Pad Jet Black
DOSEED        Tim Holtz Distress Oxide Pad   
       Seedless Preserves
DOPAINT        Tim Holtz Distress Oxide Pad Peeled  
       Paint
DOFRAYED        Tim Holtz Distress Oxide Pad Frayed 
       Burlap

These handy tools will make your card 
creation process much simpler!
Die cutting machine, Mounting Foam, Craft Sheet

Step 1

Cut coconut white card to 11.5cm x 16.5cm and stamp image from JGS725 petal trio using a
black ink pad. Using frayed burlap and a little peeled paint distress ink, colour edges using an
applicator. Cut contrasting coloured card to 12cm x 17cm for the backing layer. Adhere both
pieces together and mount onto the base card.

Step 2

Die cut a 9cm circle from coconut white card using Nobel Dies CED5513. Stamp flowers with
black ink (only part of the image is used) as shown. On a scrap piece of coconut white card,
stamp in the middle the flower with black ink, cut out and set aside.

Step by Step Instructions



 Floral ‘Spotlight’ Trio Card

Step 3

Stamp greeting from JGS719 circle words with a matching colour ink pad onto a die cut circle.
Distress edges as before. Stamp greeting from JGS720 word fragments, distress edges and
layer onto contrasting card.

Step 4

Apply seedless preserve distress ink to a craft sheet and pick up colour with a damp brush 
and colour in the flowers on the die cut circle. Colour leaves with a green alcohol marker. 
Colour in the cut out flower with distress ink, once dry apply more colour using an applicator 
around the edges of the flower. Colour all centres with peeled paint distress ink.

Step 5

Using foam pads on the back of the large die cut circle, stick over the image on the base card,
matching up the lines. Apply foam pads to the cut out flower and stick over the circle as 
shown. Position greetings as desired. Finish off flowers with pearls of Cosmic Shimmer colour-
ed PVA in spring green.


